Students Proctor Exams, Broadcast Race Results, Take Ads

As Part-Time Employment Bureau Places State Job Seekers

Debate Council

Asks For Funds

Press Bureau

Future Agenda

Includes Party

Friends for membership in the Printed Press cheek the doors at "The Annual Holiday Dinner." "The Annual Holiday Dinner" will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the State College, and all students are invited to attend the program arranged by the Printed Press. Mademoiselle Press also asks to fill in blanks so the orientation seat last semester are made additions to their Press Bureau qualifications to Mrs. Annette P. Adams.

State To Play Host To French Teachers

State College will not see the spring meeting of the French Teachers' Association this year. The Association will be held March 14 at James Madison University on schedule for a symphony hour. At 11:30 p.m. Prom 9 p.m. to 10 p.m., there are samples of the type of jobs are samples of the type which have also presented them with unusual, entertaining, and beneficial experiences.

The Employment Bureau will have its first meeting this year on Thursday, according to Helmuth Schultz Til. President of the College, and those students wishing to procure a position for the spring semester will be called to attention.
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Peggy Dow

Beautiful Northwestern Alumna says:
"My very first Chesterfield made me a Chesterfield smoker for keeps.
They're Milder."

PEGGY DOW

FEATURED IN
"WOMAN IN HIDING"
A UNIVISION INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

At NORTHWESTERN and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.
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Happy Medium

By JACKIE MANN

"Every medium is a useful instrument for the advancement of science," said the famous French philosopher, Voltaire. "The medium is the message, and the message is the medium." In this spirit, I would like to introduce you to the world of the medium, where the message is the medium.

Let's Be Common

By JOHN SMITH

In the age of the common, it is important to remember that we are all equal. We are all common, and there is no reason to fear or seek the common. It is in our nature to be common, and it is our duty to embrace our commonness.

Common-Slicer

By LEE WALKER

The common-slicer is a tool that is used to cut through the common. It is a simple tool, but it is effective. It is designed to cut through the common, and it is used to create a clean and precise cut. It is a valuable tool for anyone who needs to cut through the common.
Emphatic Ayes, Vehement Nays Show Opinion Of Hearing 'Red'

BY GRACE SMITH

The results of the annual meeting of the Board of Directors, held in private session in the Assembly Room of the Student Union, indicate an overwhelming majority of the voting directors are against the proposed resolution to bring the University under the control of the University Board of Directors and the University Board of Trustees.

The resolution, which was introduced by Dr. Henry A. Phillips, the current president of the University, was discussed at length before being voted down by a large margin. The vote was taken by secret ballot, with each member casting one vote for or against the resolution.

Another amendment, which would have allowed for a referendum among the students, was also voted down, with only a small number of votes cast in favor of it.

Religious Clubs Plan Activities For Next Week

Meetings To Include Lectures, Party, Talks

In addition to the regular meetings of the various religious clubs, a number of special events are planned for the coming week. These include a lecture on the history of the Jewish faith, a party for the members of the YWCA, and a discussion group on the philosophy of Christianity.

The lectures will be held in the Lecture Hall of the Student Union, while the party will take place in the Recreation Room of the Student Union. The discussion group will meet in the Social Hall of the Student Union, with refreshments provided.
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Silent Kissing Returns

PAN-OM-PAE

UPAN-OM-PAE, an underground organization, is not only doubly dangerous, but also it is expensive.

Their headquarters is in the Poole building. Veronica Poole, Lucille Krug, John Lennon, Gerald McQueen, and other members of the group, have not been seen for some time, and it is believed that they have been arrested.

Several members have been seen carrying books on the subject of silent kissing, and it is believed that they are planning to hold a series of lectures on the subject.

In a recent speech, one of the members of the group said, "We believe that silent kissing is the future of the world. It is the only way to communicate without being detected.

Teachers' College—What Will Follow?

Avenue Synagogue and Communist Speaker. Other People's Comments

The Avenue Synagogue has invited a communist speaker to address the congregation, and the event has caused a great deal of controversy.

Some of the comments have been negative, with some members of the congregation expressing concern about the speaker's views. However, many others have expressed support for the event, saying that it is important to provide a platform for different viewpoints.

Presentation of the program will begin at 8:00 p.m., and the event will conclude at 10:00 p.m. The program will be held in the Synagogue, and admission will be free.

Draper Art Exhibit To Feature Famous WPA Portraitists

The Draper Art Exhibit, which opened last week, features the work of several famous WPA portraitists. The exhibition will continue until the end of the month.

The portraitists included in the exhibit are Grant Wood, Thomas Hart Benton, and John Steuart Curry. Their works will be on display in the Student Union Gallery, and admission is free.

Commerce Honorary Will Conduct Panel

PITKIN, CO., May 15—In a panel discussion on "The Role of the Female in the Field of Commerce," a number of prominent women will share their experiences and insights.

The panelists, who will include Mary Jane Smith, president of the Women's National Committee, and Mrs. Charles Kelley, a well-known businesswoman, will discuss a range of topics, including career opportunities for women in commerce, the importance of education, and the challenges of balancing work and family life.

The event will be held in the Student Union Auditorium, and admission is free.

KDR, Angels In Easy IM Wins

The KDR team won easily against the Angels in an IM match last night. The match was played in the Student Union Gymnasium, and the scores were 21-11 and 14-12.

The KDR team, which is made up of members of the Kappa Delta Rho fraternity, was led by Captain John Smith, who scored 10 points in the match.

Casatelli's Shot Nips State's J.V.

UTICA, NY, March 9—In a close match last night, the State College J.V. team was just edged out by Casatelli's in a dramatic last-second shot.

The match, which was played in the Field House, ended with a score of 31-30 for the Casatelli team, who shot the winning basket with only a few seconds left on the clock.

The State College J.V. team, which is made up of members of the men's basketball team, was led by Captain John Harper, who scored 15 points in the match.

Carrar Leads Victory As Utica Wins 68-59

To Meet Queens Tomorrow Night; Last Home Game

PETERBOROUGH, NH, March 9—In a close match last night, the Queens College team was edged out by the Peterborough High School team in the Peterborough High School Gymnasium.

The match, which was played in front of a crowd of 500, ended with a score of 32-31 for the Peterborough High School team, who scored the winning basket with only a few seconds left on the clock.

The Peterborough High School team, which is made up of members of the men's basketball team, was led by Captain John Smith, who scored 10 points in the match.
Cargill Attends
Upstate College Chapters of the NAACP

Cargill attended a meeting of the Upstate College Chapters of the NAACP at "Trends in College Chapters" by the NAACP organization, and policy; the position of the NAACP in the movement for civil rights.

Discussion, Class Voting

To Top Agenda

FACULTY PHOTOGRAPHER
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Staff Members Attend Meetings

Leavitt Releases Committees For Soph Production

Curtain To Rise On 'Patience'

At 8:30 Friday, Saturday Night

Thorpe, Crucilla To Play Leads In Satiric Opera

The Music Department will present "The Sorcerer" of the operatic series beginning Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall on the campus.

State College News will attend the Albany finals to be held April 6.

Poll Indicates Interest By Students

For Exemption System At State

The results of the poll taken in assembly last Friday by the Student Council indicate that 60% of the students would like the present system of exemptions to be retained. The vote was 718-46.

For Exemption System At State

The results of the poll taken in assembly last Friday by the Student Council indicate that 60% of the students would like the present system of exemptions to be retained. The vote was 718-46.

Class Presents Satire, Drama For Lab Work

The All American Thespians will present a satirical play and a dramatic piece for labor department work. The play is "Sitting Pretty," and the drama is "The Sorcerer." Both plays will be presented on Thursday night at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall.

Classes Eliminate Recent Vacancies

Veterans as Student, Graduate, and Alumni, all members of the Student Veterans Association, are eligible for membership in the Association. The Association will meet at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday evenings in the Recital Hall.

Motion, Debate To Top Agenda

A committee of students will be set up to discuss the possibility of establishing a debating club on campus. The committee will present its report at the next meeting of the Student Council.

Students To Compete In Hearst Oratorical Contest

The Student Oratorical Contest, sponsored by the Hearst Oratorical Foundation, will be held on Tuesday, March 12, at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall.

TPB Schedules Assembly Panel

The Thespians will present "The Sorcerer" of the operatic series beginning Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall on the campus.

AD Class To Present Spring Play, The Swan

The Thespians will present "The Swan" of the operatic series beginning Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall on the campus.